Genomic DNA replicates in a choreographed temporal order that impacts the distribution of mutations along the genome. We show here that DNA replication timing is shaped by genetic polymorphisms that act in cis upon megabase-scale DNA segments. In genome sequences from proliferating cells, read depth along chromosomes reflected DNA replication activity in those cells. We used this relationship to analyze variation in replication timing among 161 individuals sequenced by the 1000 Genomes Project. Genome-wide association of replication timing with genetic variation identified 16 loci at which inherited alleles associate with replication timing. We call these ''replication timing quantitative trait loci'' (rtQTLs). rtQTLs involved the differential use of replication origins, exhibited allele-specific effects on replication timing, and associated with gene expression variation at megabase scales. Our results show replication timing to be shaped by genetic polymorphism and identify a means by which inherited polymorphism regulates the mutability of nearby sequences.
SUMMARY
Genomic DNA replicates in a choreographed temporal order that impacts the distribution of mutations along the genome. We show here that DNA replication timing is shaped by genetic polymorphisms that act in cis upon megabase-scale DNA segments. In genome sequences from proliferating cells, read depth along chromosomes reflected DNA replication activity in those cells. We used this relationship to analyze variation in replication timing among 161 individuals sequenced by the 1000 Genomes Project. Genome-wide association of replication timing with genetic variation identified 16 loci at which inherited alleles associate with replication timing. We call these ''replication timing quantitative trait loci'' (rtQTLs). rtQTLs involved the differential use of replication origins, exhibited allele-specific effects on replication timing, and associated with gene expression variation at megabase scales. Our results show replication timing to be shaped by genetic polymorphism and identify a means by which inherited polymorphism regulates the mutability of nearby sequences.
INTRODUCTION
Replication of eukaryotic genomes follows a strict temporal program with each chromosome containing segments of characteristic early and late replication. This program is mediated by the locations and activation timing of replication origins along each chromosome (Rhind and Gilbert, 2013) . Expressed genes tend to reside in early-replicating region of the genome (Rhind and Gilbert, 2013) . Compared to early phases of replication, late phases of replication are faster, less structured (Koren and McCarroll, 2014) , and more mutation-prone; late-replicating loci have elevated mutation rates in the human germline (Stamatoyannopoulos et al., 2009) , in somatic cells (Koren et al., 2012) , and in cancer cells . Structural mutations and chromosome fragility are also more common in late-replicating genomic regions (Koren et al., 2012; Letessier et al., 2011) . At the other extreme, chromosome fragility (and consequent mutations) are also increased at specific ''early replicating fragile sites'' (ERFSs), a subset of early replication origins at which interference between replication and transcription leads to double strand breaks (Barlow et al., 2013; Pedersen and De, 2013; Drier et al., 2013) . These aspects of genome replication are conserved all the way to prokaryotes, in which genes close to the replication origin have increased expression relative to genes close to the terminus (Slager et al., 2014; Rocha, 2008) , essential genes tend to be co-oriented with the direction of replication fork progression (Rocha, 2008) , and the rate of mutation gradually increases with distance from the origin (Sharp et al., 1989) , although close proximity to the origin can lead to structural alterations under conditions of replication stress (Slager et al., 2014) .
A genome's elaborate program of DNA replication is therefore strongly connected to genome function and evolution and could, in principle, be an object of variation and selection itself. However, it is not known whether DNA replication timing varies among members of the same species, nor whether such variation is under genetic control. Previous studies have concluded that replication timing is globally similar among individuals of the same species (Ryba et al., 2010 (Ryba et al., , 2012 Hiratani et al., 2008; Pope et al., 2011; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2014) . We hypothesized that this global similarity could still in principle coexist with interindividual variation at many individual loci and that such variation might be used to find genetic influences on replication timing.
the DNA from both cell-cycle phases, and inferred replication timing from the long-range fluctuations in relative sequence abundance (the ratio of sequencing read depths from S-and G1-phase cells) along each chromosome ( Figure 1B ) (Koren et al., 2012) . To facilitate interpretation and comparison of replication profiles, we normalize replication timing to units of SDs (Z score units, with a genome-wide average of zero and SD of one). Replication profiles provide information regarding the time of replication of each locus in the genome. They also provide the estimated locations of replication origins, which are inferred from peaks along the replication profiles, where replication is earlier than the replication of flanking sequences (Raghuraman et al., 2001; Hawkins et al., 2013) ; in mammalian genomes, replication peaks correspond to either single origins or clusters of closely-spaced replication origins. In previous analyses of replication timing in lymphoblastoid cell lines from six individuals, we compared the individual-averaged profiles to patterns of mutations and variation in the human genome (Koren et al., 2012) and compared the replication profiles of female active and inactive X chromosomes (Koren and McCarroll, 2014) .
We sought in the current work to better ascertain and understand interindividual variation in DNA replication. The replication profiles of the six individuals closely matched one another across most of the genome (correlation coefficients r = 0.91-0.97 among all comparisons; Figures 1B and 1C) , consistent with earlier findings that profiles from different individuals are broadly similar at genomic scales (Ryba et al., 2010 (Ryba et al., , 2012 Hiratani et al., 2008; Pope et al., 2011; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2014) . However, at scales of several hundred kilobases, we found that specific genomic loci exhibited clear differences in replication timing among the six individuals ( Figure 1C) . A systematic search for replication variation identified 221 replication-variant loci (Figures 1D-1I ; Extended Experimental Procedures available online), each of which spanned 0.2-1.4 Mb (mean = 0.43 Mb). At most variant loci, individuals differed qualitatively in the usage of an origin (or origin cluster) ( Figures 1C, 1D, 1F , and 1G), as Koren et al., 2012) . (B) Analysis of the ratio of DNA copy number between S and G1 phase cells along each chromosome allows the construction of replication timing profiles; earlyreplicating loci have a higher average copy number in S phase cells relative to late-replicating loci. Cells from different individuals show consistent replication timing programs across most of their genomes. In this and all subsequent figures, replication timing (and read depth) data are normalized to have a genome-wide mean of zero and SD of one; the y scale thus represents Z score units. (C) A genomic locus (gray shading) exhibits interindividual variation in DNA replication timing, with only three of the six individuals exhibiting a replication origin peak structure at this locus. Black lines: smoothed replication profiles. (D) An overlay of replication profiles from two individuals reveals a locus with variation in origin activity. (E) The local distribution of replication timing measurements across many adjacent data windows allows statistical detection of replication timing variants. The example depicts the distributions in the genomic region shown in (D). (F and G) Replication variants in which a replication origin (or origin cluster) is active in some individuals but inactive in others, as inferred from the presence or absence of a peak in the replication profiles. (H and I) Replication variants in which the average utilization or activation time of a replication origin varies among individuals, as inferred from differences in peak height.
inferred from the presence of a peak in the replication profile; or quantitatively in the average utilization or activation time of a replication origin ( Figures 1H and 1I ), as inferred from variations in the height of a peak.
This analysis indicated substantial replication timing variation among humans but did not establish whether any aspect of this variation is under genetic control. Importantly, other factors could in principle influence the observed inter-individual variations in replication timing, including epigenetic influences or even the growth states of the cells at the time of DNA harvesting and the transformation of the cells with EBV. To identify those replication phenotypes that consistently associate with specific alleles, genetic mapping requires analysis of DNA replication timing in far more individuals. However, studies of replication timing to date have involved small numbers of samples.
DNA Replication Activity Is Visible in Whole-Genome Sequence Data Whole genome sequencing is increasingly used to study DNA sequence variation in large numbers of humans; some studies, such as the 1000 Genomes Project, use DNA samples extracted from cultured, proliferating cells (1000 Genome Project Consortium, 2012). We hypothesized that active DNA replication might be visible in such data: the presence of S phase cells in such cultures could in principle cause long-range fluctuations in DNA copy number (measured by read depth) along each chromosome, with early replicating loci contributing more DNA than late-replicating loci.
Array-and sequencing-based profiles of DNA copy number have long been known to contain megabase-scale ''wave'' patterns of copy number fluctuations that correlate with large-scale patterns of GC content along mammalian chromosomes (Marioni et al., 2007; Diskin et al., 2008; van de Wiel et al., 2009; Leprê tre et al., 2010; van Heesch et al., 2013; Aird et al., 2011) . The sources of these GC-wave effects have been assumed to be technical. However, although GC content influences the efficiency of PCR amplification, GC-wave effects are present at megabase rather than subkilobase (amplicon) scales. Notably, GC content and DNA replication timing are highly correlated at megabase scales (Rhind and Gilbert, 2013) , and DNA copy number is typically measured in cell populations that are derived from asynchronous, proliferating cell cultures that contain many cells in S phase. In fact, a recent study (contemporaneous with this work) noted a visual resemblance and statistical correlation between a copy number profile (derived by array CGH) and DNA replication timing profiles (Manukjan et al., 2013) .
We designed a series of tests of the hypothesis that variation in sequencing coverage along chromosomes arises from true heterogeneity in DNA copy number due to ongoing DNA replication. We first tested this hypothesis using whole-genome sequence data from Phase I of the 1000 Genomes Project (1000 Genome Project Consortium, 2012 , which sequenced DNA from nonsynchronized, proliferating LCL cultures. For each genome analyzed, we calculated read depth along each chromosome in sliding windows of 10 kb of uniquely alignable sequence, normalized for local GC content at amplicon (400 bp) scale (Handsaker et al., 2011) (Extended Experimental Procedures) . Strikingly, in most LCL-derived genome sequences, fluctuations in read depth along each chromosome matched the LCL replication timing profiles that we had obtained by directly comparing G1 to S phase cells (Figures 2A and 2B ), suggesting that they reflect true differences in underlying DNA copy number arising from replicating cells. The presence of 5%-20% of S phase cells within a cell culture was sufficient in order to yield significant signals of DNA replication timing ( Figure S1E ; Extended Experimental Procedures).
To further test the hypothesis that active DNA replication causes long-range fluctuations in read depth, we utilized the fact that a subset of the 1000 Genomes Project samples were derived from blood instead of LCLs. Because circulating blood cells have generally exited the cell cycle, these samples do not contain cells in S phase and should not exhibit signatures of DNA replication timing. Consistent with this hypothesis, read depth in blood-derived DNA samples lacked the strong autocorrelative patterns along chromosomes that we observed in LCLderived DNA and was uncorrelated with profiles of replication timing (Figures 2A, 2B, and S1; Extended Experimental Procedures). In fact, we could distinguish blood-derived from LCLderived DNA samples with 100% sensitivity and specificity, based solely on the relationship of their read depth profiles to our independent analyses of LCL replication timing (Figures 2A and S1 ; Table S1 ).
Importantly, correlations between read depth and replication timing remained strong after controlling for GC content, whereas correlations between read depth and GC content (at scales >10 kb) were negligible after controlling for replication timing (Figures 2B and S1), suggesting that previously observed correlations of read depth with GC content (at 100 kb scales) are due to DNA replication timing. Furthermore, in a principal component analysis (Patterson et al., 2006) of read depth along each of the LCL genomes, the strongest principal component, explaining 40% of the variance, corresponded to our estimate of the S phase replication content of each sample, and the chromosomal loadings of this component followed the replication timing profile (Figures 2C and 2D; Extended Experimental Procedures) .
The X chromosome provided an additional strong prediction of the hypothesis that read depth at a locus reflects the replication timing of that locus. We recently found that the inactive X chromosome in females undergoes a spatially unstructured, ''random'' form of replication (Koren and McCarroll, 2014) . In light of that finding, the hypothesis that long-range fluctuations in read depth reflect active DNA replication predicts that inter-individual correlations in read depth along each chromosome would be weaker on the X chromosome in comparisons involving female genomes. The 1000 Genomes data abundantly confirmed this prediction ( Figure 2E ). This effect was not observed in blood samples (Figure S2) and supports a biological, rather than technical influence on read depth, as technical influences do not discriminate between sexes or chromosomes.
A final strong test of the hypothesis that read depth reflects ongoing DNA replication was provided by a comparison of different cell types: LCLs and embryonic stem cells (ESCs). The DNA replication timing profiles of LCLs and ESCs differ across 20%-30% of the genome (Ryba et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2010) . We sequenced genomic DNA from proliferating ESCs and found that read depth in ESCs matched profiles of replication timing in ESCs and LCLs wherever the profiles were similar between cell types, but matched the ESC profiles wherever ESCs and LCLs had different replication timing profiles (Figures 2F and 2G) . Within a cell type, read depth and replication profiles were virtually indistinguishable, whereas many loci exhibited consistent differences between the two cell types that were visible in both whole-genome sequence and explicit replication profiles (Figures 2F and 2G) .
DNA Replication Polymorphisms in a Population Cohort
The results described above established the existence of replication timing variation among humans and demonstrate that read depth in whole-genome sequence data from proliferating cells reflects active DNA replication. These observations raise the intriguing possibility that one could use data from the 1000 Genomes Project to study variation in replication timing within populations and to learn whether it is under genetic control.
We searched for replication variants in the samples sequenced by the 1000 Genomes Project, focusing on 161 DNA samples that appeared to be derived from cultures containing the largest fraction (5%-20%) of S phase cells at the time they were harvested (based on the correlations of read depth fluctuations to replication timing; Figure S1E ; Table S2 ; Extended Experimental Procedures). We excluded genomic regions with evidence of copy number variation (CNV), visible as large-magnitude, stepwise changes in copy number and focused on the (E) A biological signature of the unstructured, ''random'' replication of inactive X chromosomes from females (Koren and McCarroll, 2014 ) is apparent in read depth. Inter-individual correlations of read depth along the genome of 161 individuals (see text) are reduced on the X chromosome when comparisons involve a female sample. (F) Sequencing of DNA from embryonic stem cells (ESCs) identifies ESC-specific replication timing profiles. Shown are read depth profiles of ESCs and LCLs derived from whole-genome sequencing, along with the corresponding S/G1 replication timing profiles. ESC replication timing data is from Ryba et al. (2010) . (G) Read depth and replication timing closely track each other within a given cell type (ESC or LCL) and equally distinguish between cell types. Quantitative genome-wide comparison of read depth and replication profiles of ESCs and LCLs (two profiles of each are shown). LCL replication timing is from this study (profile 1) and Ryba et al. (2010) (profile 2). ESC replication timing data is from Ryba et al. (2010) . RD, read depth; RT, replication timing. See also Figures S1 and S2 and Table S1. lower-amplitude, continuous fluctuations in copy number that reflect active DNA replication ( Figure S3 ; Extended Experimental Procedures).
We identified 361 population variants in the read depthderived DNA replication timing profiles (Extended Experimental Procedures). Replication variants identified from the 1000 Genomes data significantly (p < 10 À16 ) overlapped the replication variants we had identified by direct replication profiling of six individuals (Figures 3A and 3B ; as a negative control, loci with the strongest read depth variation across the 64 blood-derived DNA samples exhibited no significant overlap with the replication variants in the six individuals; Figure 3C ). To obtain a final set of replication variants, we combined the variants derived from the six individuals with those ascertained from the 1000 Genomes Project individuals and reevaluated the differences among all individuals specifically in these regions (Extended Experimental Procedures). This resulted in a total of 477 variants (Table S3) that spanned 610 kb on average and cumulatively spanned 292 Mb ( Figure 3D ). In over 50% of the variants, individuals differed by the presence or absence of a read depth peak, which we interpret as a gain or loss of the activity of a replication origin or origin cluster ( Figure 3E ). Approximately 25% of replication variants involved quantitative variation in peak height, or the average utilization or activation timing of a replication origin. The remainder of the variants involved a shift of a replication slope region (transition region; Figure 3E ), as could arise if a replication initiation zone was variable in length. Most replication variants were common, with each replication state at each locus shared among multiple individuals ( Figures 3A, 3E , and S4); this at least partially reflects our ascertainment approach and does not preclude the possibility of a larger number of rare replication variants that were not detected.
DNA Replication Timing Is Influenced by cis-Acting Genetic Variants
The availability of replication timing information for 161 individuals at hundreds of different sites made it possible to search for genetic influences on replication timing. We treated locus-specific replication timing as a quantitative trait (one for each replication variant locus) and analyzed the association of replication timing to sequence variation in the same individuals, using sequence variation data from the 1000 Genomes Project. To reduce the burden of multiple hypothesis testing, we also performed a cisfocused association test restricted to genetic variants near each replication variant region (Degner et al., 2012; Lappalainen et al., 2013; Kilpinen et al., 2013; McVicker et al., 2013; Kasowski et al., 2013 ) (Extended Experimental Procedures). shifts between early and earlier replication; blue dots: shifts between early and late replication (purple dots are loci that shift from under À0.5 to over 0.5, i.e., the most significant changes between early and late replication); green dots: shifts between late and later replication. See also Figure S4 and Tables S2 and S3. We identified 20 replication variant loci with significant sequence associations in cis (nominal p = 10 À5 to 10 À13 ), of which eight were identified in the genome-wide scan and an additional twelve in the cis-localized scan (Figures 4, 5, and S5; Table S4 ).
As with other genetic traits studied for association with common variants, replication-timing phenotypes tended to associate to haplotypes of many variants in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with one another. To critically evaluate these associations, we used data from an additional 334 samples from the 1000 Genomes Project; these samples, which had weaker signatures of replication timing (r = 0.2-0.4), had not been included in the initial scan. At each of the 20 loci, we tested whether the ''index SNP'' (the most strongly associating SNP) from the initial analysis also associated with measurements of replication timing in the other samples. Despite the lower power to detect replication timing associations using these samples, 16 of the associated loci were replicated with p values of between 10 À24 and 0.05, all with the same direction of allelic influence as the original samples. The index SNPs at the remaining four loci were not significant in the replication analysis, reflecting an unknown combination of partial power and some false positives in the initial scan ( Figure S5 ). We also searched for trans-associations (associations to variants outside the replication variant region); however, our sample set is composed of individuals from many different populations, making such an analysis vulnerable to artifacts of population structure. Indeed, the 17 identified putative trans-associations did not map to genes related to DNA replication or related pathways and were not considered further (see Extended Experimental Procedures).
We refer to genetic variants that associate with replication timing as replication timing quantitative trait loci (rtQTLs). The 20 rtQTL haplotypes consisted entirely of SNPs and short indels (rather than large structural polymorphisms), indicating that finescale sequence variation can be sufficient to affect DNA replication timing on megabase scales (we note that CNVs and other forms of variation could influence replication timing at loci not identified here). The implicated genetic variants were almost always located in the immediate vicinity of a replication timing peak (median distance = 52 kb, p = 7.2 3 10 À5 ) ( Figures 4B and 5), suggesting that rtQTLs typically affect DNA replication by affecting replication origins. The implicated rtQTL haplotypes were generally small (2-160 kb, median = 20 kb), yet the regions whose replication timing associated with these haplotypes were 4-600 times larger, encompassing 0. Tables S4 and S5. individuals ( Figures 4B and 4C ). This could be due to having one earlier-and one later-replicating version of the locus on their two chromosomal copies, if rtQTLs are due to allele-specific, cis-acting influences of DNA sequence on replication timing, as opposed to trans-acting or nongenetic effects. Individuals heterozygous for rtQTL SNPs should therefore exhibit allelic asynchrony of replication at the rtQTL loci and have more copies of the early-replicating allele than the late-replicating allele in their genomic DNA. To test this prediction, we used droplet digital PCR (Hindson et al., 2011) to measure the allelic content of the genomic DNA at four rtQTL loci each in LCL-derived DNA from 18-35 heterozygous individuals. At all four loci, the allele associated with earlier replication timing (at a population level) also exhibited greater abundance (p = 0.005 -5.3 3 10
À6
) within genomic DNA from heterozygous individuals ( Figure 4C ), while control SNPs that were not in LD with the rtQTL SNPs were not significantly skewed (Extended Experimental Procedures). These results confirm our sequencing-and population-based inference and are consistent with a model in which genetic variation affects replication timing in an allele-specific, cis-acting manner.
DNA Replication Is Associated with a Long-Range Effect on Gene Expression Levels
Replication origin activity is associated with open chromatin structure, and DNA replication timing is generally correlated with the levels of gene expression across a genome (Rhind and Gilbert, 2013) . We therefore hypothesized that rtQTLs may operate by influencing chromatin states. We compared the locations of rtQTLs to the locations of enhancers, defined as DNA segments of $500 bp containing combinations of histone modifications that promote expression of nearby genes (Ernst et al., 2011) . We found a significant enrichment of rtQTLs within enhancer regions that were specifically active in LCLs (out of nine cell types examined; Table S6 ); 11 of 20 rtQTL loci contained sequence variants within LCL enhancers, even though the latter cover <1% of the genome (enrichment c 2 p < 10
À16
). This relationship suggested that rtQTLs may affect DNA replication by promoting an open chromatin structure, prompting us to analyze more closely their relationship to gene expression.
To explore in more detail the relationship between DNA replication timing and gene expression levels at regions implicated by rtQTLs, we utilized a recent RNA-seq analysis of gene expression in 462 LCL samples from the 1000 Genomes Project (Lappalainen et al., 2013) . We first compared the locations of expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) identified in the RNAseq study with the locations of rtQTLs. At nine of the 20 rtQTL loci, the implicated SNPs overlapped cis-eQTLs ( Figures 4B, 5 , and S5), even though eQTLs comprised <0.02% of the genome (enrichment c 2 p < 10
). Moreover, in eight of those nine cases, the rtQTL alleles that associated with early replication were also the alleles associated with elevated expression levels. This observation provides independent confirmation that our rtQTL findings, which were made entirely from genomic DNA (without any analysis of RNA), relate to functional aspects of genome Figure 4B . The lower graphs in each panel (bold black line) show that replication timing differences gradually decrease with distance from rtQTL loci. Figure S5 shows a zoomed-in version of all association results, as well as an additional two rtQTL loci that were not clearly associated with replication origins. See also Figure S5 and Table S4. biology. Furthermore, the tendency of expressed genes to be in early replicating regions of the genome may reflect shared genetic influences (e.g., influences of genetic variation on open chromatin).
An important distinction between eQTLs and rtQTLs is that most eQTLs directly affect the expression of genes in their immediate vicinity (median distance of 20 kb between SNPs and gene promoter, for the eQTLs overlapping rtQTLs), whereas the rtQTLs associate with the replication timing of megabases of surrounding DNA (median = 660 kb). The order-of-magnitude difference in the scale of the effects of rtQTLs and eQTLs provided a unique opportunity to address a long-standing question-can DNA replication timing itself influence gene expression levels in proliferating cells? We addressed this question by testing for elevated expression of genes across the entire, megabase-scale regions affected by rtQTLs. Focusing on 53 individuals for which both gene expression and replication timing data were available, we compared interindividual variations in replication timing to interindividual variation in gene expression levels in each of the 20 regions implicated by rtQTLs. At each locus, we considered both an aggregate measure of gene expression (across all genes in the replication-affected region) ( Figure S6) as well as the relationship to each individual gene (Figure 6 ). Individuals with earlier replication of a locus strongly tended to also have higher expression levels of genes throughout the locus ( Figure S6 ), including modest but consistent relationships to expression variation for almost every individual gene (Figure 6 ). Strikingly, early replication timing consistently correlated with greater gene expression up to distances of $500 kb, an order of magnitude larger than the typical range of eQTLs, or of the nine eQTLs that overlapped with rtQTLs ( Figure 6 ). These results suggest that replication timing can regulate gene expression levels in proliferating cells and that such effects can be exerted over long genomic distances.
The relationships of early replication to elevated levels of gene expression across individuals also extended to the remainder of the 477 replication timing variants (for which rtQTLs have not currently been identified) ( Figure 6C ), and replication variant sites were significantly enriched for eQTLs compared to random genomic sites ( Figure S7) .
Finally, we note that despite the links between DNA replication timing and gene expression, three rtQTL loci were almost completely devoid of transcription ( Figure 6A ). Thus, while replication timing and gene expression may share some regulatory Table S6. influences (such as open chromatin), each process appears to be independently controlled. In particular, transcription is not required for the establishment of rtQTLs.
An rtQTL Links Early Origin Activity to JAK2 Mutations that Lead to Myeloproliferative Neoplasms
An intriguing implication of rtQTLs is that inherited alleles could modify mutation rates in their genomic vicinity by affecting the replication timing of nearby DNA. A medically important example of polymorphism-associated mutation rates involves the Janus Kinase 2 (JAK2) locus. JAK2 is strongly expressed in blood cells including hematopoietic stem cells, B lymphocytes, and LCLs; because JAK2 transduces growth signals, activating JAK2 mutations (e.g., JAK2
V617F
) that arise in individual cells cause clonal expansions that result in myeloproliferative neoplasms and can transform into hematological malignancies. These activating JAK2 mutations have been shown to arise more frequently in carriers of a ''predisposing haplotype'' defined by specific alleles at genetic markers across JAK2 (Olcaydu et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2009; Kilpivaara et al., 2009) and to arise in cis with respect to this haplotype (i.e., on the same chromosomal copy) (Olcaydu et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2009; Kilpivaara et al., 2009) . The mechanism underlying this relationship is unknown. JAK2 has also been identified as an early replicating fragile site (ERFS) in B lymphocytes (Barlow et al., 2013) . ERFSs are genomic loci at which early origin activation can lead to double strand breaks, particularly in the presence of nearby transcription, with consequently elevated mutation rates at distances of up to hundreds of kilobases from the break site (Barlow et al., 2013; Pedersen and De, 2013; Drier et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2013; Deem et al., 2011; Wang and Vasquez, 2004) .
We evaluated the possibility that replication timing variation could explain the mutability of the JAK2 haplotype and specifically that the mutation-predisposing haplotype is an rtQTL. We found a replication variant near JAK2, which was just below the significance threshold of our genome-wide screen for replication variants. Replication at JAK2 involved an unusually early replicating origin (i.e., a high peak on the replication profile; Figure 7) , consistent with the identification of the same locus as an ERFS (Barlow et al., 2013) . We also found that the direction of replication fork progression is opposite the direction of JAK2 transcription (Figure 7) , consistent with a model in which chromosome fragility is enhanced by head-on collisions between the replication and transcription machinery. Most importantly, the inherited JAK2 alleles that predispose to JAK2 mutations all associated strongly (p < 4.5 3 10 À4 ) with earlier or more efficient activation of the origin (i.e., a higher replication peak; Figure 7) and were among the peak SNPs for the rtQTL (Figure 7 ). Taken together, these data are consistent with a model in which chromosome fragility, enhanced by interference between the replication and transcription machinery, underlies the mutations in JAK2 and does so more frequently in individuals in whom replication activity from the origin is earlier and/or more efficient.
DISCUSSION
How eukaryotic genomes specify the timing of replication origin activation is a long-standing mystery. We show here that locusspecific replication timing varies among humans and is influenced by inherited genetic polymorphism. Replication variants involve alterations in the replication timing of large (200 kb-2 Mb) chromosomal regions. Most if not all of these variants relate to differences in replication origin (or origin cluster) activity, as inferred from replication timing peak structures. We discovered SNP haplotypes that associate with DNA replication timing, which we call replication timing QTLs (rtQTLs). The genetic variation implicated at rtQTLs tends to be at or very close to the inferred replication origin. Given the overlap between rtQTLs and enhancers in the same cell type, rtQTLs may affect DNA replication by promoting an open chromatin structure that is permissible for origin firing. Alternatively, some rtQTLs may alter the DNA sequences bound by factors that promote origin firing. Understanding the mode of action of rtQTLs will illuminate the complex process of replication timing control. To study DNA replication timing, we made use of genome sequence data from the 1000 Genomes Project, which was designed primarily as a study of genome sequence variation (and not a functional study of DNA replication). As a result, the discovery power in the current study was limited by the low read depth (3-53), the relatively small number of individuals analyzed, and the lack of any deliberate enrichment for S phase cells. Consequently, we have likely found only the rtQTLs with the strongest effect on replication timing and that arise from common alleles. Replication timing is likely shaped by multiple genetic and epigenetic factors and will require more powerful analyses to identify the full sets of underlying factors at each locus. We expect that subsequent work will identify far more rtQTLs in LCLs and other cell types. Identification of a larger number of rtQTLs will facilitate the analysis of their common features and their molecular mode A common allele at a SNP downstream of JAK2, previously associated with increased JAK2 mutation rates, is also associated with very early replication (higher peak) of an adjacent origin in an early replicating fragile site (ERFS) region. JAK2 (dashed vertical lines) is transcribed toward the inferred replication origin (the peak). The heights of the black points show the level of association of SNPs to the replication timing of this locus, on the scale shown on the right. Diagram on the bottom depicts the location and transcriptional orientation of JAK2 compared to the direction of replication fork progression from the nearby origin.
of action and pave the way for an understanding of the regulation of replication origin activity. Furthermore, identification of the causal variants that control replication origin activity will make it possible to manipulate replication timing experimentally, providing new ways of investigating the causes and consequences of DNA replication timing.
An intriguing implication of our results relates to the relationship between DNA replication timing and the generation of mutations. DNA replication timing is associated with mutation rate variation across the genome in two important ways. First, late-replicating DNA is generally more prone to mutation than early-replicating DNA. Late replication is also associated with increased levels of DNA breakage at common fragile sites (CFSs) (Letessier et al., 2011) ; notably in this regard, the replication variants we identified overlap 19 CFSs, including FRA3B, the most common fragile site in lymphocytes. Second, elevated mutation rates also occur in regions with high transcriptional activity in the vicinity of early replicating origins due to collisions between the replication and transcription machineries, which lead to chromosome fragility, double strand breaks, single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) formation, and error-prone DNA synthesis (Barlow et al., 2013; Pedersen and De, 2013; Drier et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2013; Deem et al., 2011; Wang and Vasquez, 2004) . Genetic variants that affect DNA replication timing therefore have the potential to affect mutation rates in their vicinity. Such an effect would have important implications for evolution and for disease. First, rtQTL alleles conferring regional late replication or early origin activity in the vicinity of active genes could function as cis-acting mutators that cosegregate, via genetic linkage, with the mutations they induce, providing a mechanism for evolutionary optimization of local mutation rates in sexual species (Martincorena and Luscombe, 2013) . Second, rtQTLs may serve as common, inherited genetic polymorphisms that affect the probability of somatic mutation at specific loci. Diseases with high heritability are often assumed to be distinct from diseases of somatic mutation. Our results suggest, however, that inherited polymorphism can consign a genomic region to late replication or create early replicating fragile sites in a particular tissue, thereby increasing the likelihood that it will acquire somatic mutations in that tissue. At the JAK2 kinase locus, for example, the same SNP haplotype is associated with both early origin activation and elevated mutation rates that can lead to myeloproliferative neoplasms. Altered replication timing in a relevant cell population could thus be a means by which inherited variation influences somatic mutation rates and consequentially, disease and cancer susceptibility.
The presence of a substantial subpopulation of S phase cells in expanding cell cultures appears to endow whole-genome sequences derived from such samples with information about ongoing DNA replication activity. The influence of DNA replication is directly related to the proportion of cells that are in S phase, which for cultured cells depends on their growth phase: exponentially growing cultures will contain the largest fraction of replicating cells, while quiescent cultures will tend to contain mostly cells in G1 phase. Replication timing could influence any measurement of DNA content (array-or sequencing-based) that has been made from proliferating cells (e.g., studies of copy number variation and chromatin states). Copy number detection in single cells, for example during preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD), is also more prone to false CNV detection when a cell is in S phase (Dimitriadou et al., 2014) . Replication timing will need to be carefully considered as a potential confounding variable in genomic studies. On the other hand, the sequencing of genomic DNA derived from proliferating cells could become a routine way of studying replication dynamics. This approach will enable the study of DNA replication dynamics in a wide range of experimental conditions, cell types, and species, in a technically straightforward way.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Replication variants were discovered in replication timing data of six individuals (Koren et al., 2012) by pairwise comparisons of consecutive 200 kb windows along the genome, selection of windows with a p value <10 À10 (t test), and consolidation of significant windows within 200 kb of other significant windows into discrete variant loci. Read depth measurements in 10 kb windows from samples from the 1000 Genomes Project (1000 Genome Project Consortium, 2012 Handsaker et al., 2011) were compared to replication timing profiles; for the 161 samples with a genome-wide correlation of >0.4 between read depth and replication timing, replication variants were identified as above and the two lists of replication variants were consolidated into a total of 477 replication variant loci. At each locus, quantitative measurements of replication timing were derived from the 1000 Genomes data across the 161 individuals and were correlated with the genotypes (from the 1000 Genomes Project) of these same individuals. One thousand permutations of sample genotypes were performed in order to obtain an empirical significance threshold for associations with genetic variants. We performed a genome wide association test with over 7.5 million genetic variants with an allele frequency >0.05 in the tested individuals; as well as a cis-focused association test with genetic variants only within each replication variant locus. rtQTLs were validated using droplet digital PCR (Hindson et al., 2011) with allele-specific probes. Expression data and eQTLs were from Lappalainen et al. (2013) . The two human embryonic stem cell lines used for this study, HUES64 and HUES63, were donated for research following informed consent under protocols reviewed and approved by the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects (IRB) and the Embryonic Stem Cell Research Oversight Committee (ESCRO) at Harvard University. See Extended Experimental Procedures for further details.
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The database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP) accession number for the ESC genome sequences reported in this paper is phs000825.v1.p1.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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